PIAGGIO AERO INDUSTRIES UNVEILS AT THE 2013 PARIS AIR SHOW

THE P.1HH“HAMMERHEAD” - UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM
Paris, June 18th, 2013:

Piaggio Aero Industries unveiled at the 2013 Paris Air Show today, the Piaggio Aero
P.1HH “HammerHead”- Unmanned Aerial System (UAS).
The Piaggio Aero P.1HH HammerHead is a new, state-of-the-art Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) designed for
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) missions whose combination of performance and
operational characteristics is at the very top end of the UAS MALE category.
The P.1HH HammerHead technological demonstrator was designed and built in less than one year and it
has already successfully completed low speed taxi tests demonstrating Piaggio Aero’s ability to deliver an
efficient UAV platform integrating the state of the art Selex ES SkyISTAR Mission Management system.
The P.1HH “HammerHead” development program proceeds with the demonstration/validation phase
through an extensive campaign of laboratory and ground tests aimed at supporting the first flight.
After the first engine start and the runway taxi that took place on February 14 2013 at an Italian Air Force
base, the programme has now entered the final phase of test where, the aircraft systems in flight
configuration will be tested at all levels in accordance with the build-up approach taken on the UAS.
On June 12th 2013, the Vehicle Control Management System (VCMS) was successfully tested on board the
aircraft through remote control. The test demonstrated the UAV’s fully autonomous engine control
capability, normal and auto brake features as well as complete control of all ground handling.
The VCMS - which commands the aerodynamic control surfaces and manages the on-board equipment with
a triple redundancy Flight Control Computer system and multiple remote Servo Interface Units - has been
extensively tested in an Iron Bird environment. The ground test campaign has been supported by a
dedicated engine test rig, while the integration and verification of the servo actuation system and its
protective features have been performed in a closed loop to demonstrate the robustness of the adopted
technical solution. The test campaign will proceed with both ground and flight envelope expansion to
achieve flight readiness status of the P.1HH HammerHead prototype.
Heading the unveiling ceremony Alberto Galassi Chief Executive Officer of Piaggio Aero said: “I’m really
proud to unveil together with our shareholders and partners in front of the entire aviation community the
P.1HH HammerHead Unmanned Aerial System, and to be able to provide an insight into what an advanced
UAS of the future will look like. The P.1HH HammeHead and the MPA Multirole Patrol aircraft are the most
challenging and technologically advanced aviation programme that Piaggio Aero has ever conceived. They
support Piaggio Aero in its newly declared vision of becoming a prominent player in the surveillance and
security sector producing leading edge Unmanned Aerial Systems and Multirole Patrol Aircraft together
with our world recognized state of the art business aviation aircraft”.
Fabrizio Giulianini, CEO of Selex ES added “Selex ES the only European company today that is able to
offer the full UAS spectrum of capabilities, from the platform to the sensors to mission management” has
said Fabrizio Giulianini adding: “Bringing together Piaggio Aero’s proficiency in aerial platforms and Selex
ES’s capability in Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance systems, the P.1HH HammerHead UAS
programme represents a highly innovative and ready to market solution to deliver to worldwide customers
operational sovereignty and reliable performances”.

P.1HH HammerHead, is suited for a wide range of ISR, Defense and Security missions, and defines a new
standard in mission role flexibility while setting a new frontier of CONcept of OPerationS (CONOPS) for
Defense. Responsible for the P.1HH’s Mission System, Selex ES will deliver effective and flexible scenario
planning, simulation and concepts of operations (CONOPS).
An unmatched combination of range, wide operative speeds, fast climb gradient, high operative ceiling and
a variety of payloads, provides end users with a powerful yet flexible Defense System that outperforms
other MALE Systems.
The design of the P.1HH HammerHead aims to be a unique ISR platform, able to climb up to 45.000 feet,
loitering quietly at low speed (135 KTAS) with an endurance of up to 16 flight hours and capable of
deploying at very high speed - up to 395 KTAS - to targets. Its capabilities include being able to host several
payload combinations and to perform multiple missions: aerial, land, coastal, maritime and offshore
security, COMINT/ELINT, electronic warfare as well as other roles.
The P.1HH HammerHead UAV platform has an aerodynamic configuration similar to the P.180 Avanti II, with
its unique patented 3 lifting surface configuration (3 LSC). The high aspect ratio laminar wings have been
adapted for the P.1HH HammerHead design by increasing the wing span to sustain larger vehicle masses and
allocating a quickly detachable joint to the outer wings for rapid aerial deployment of the UAS in remote
areas.
By being based on a certified Mach 0.70 aircraft, the P.1HH HammerHead is the fastest Medium Altitude
Long Endurance (MALE) ever designed and the Piaggio Aero UAV is powered by two highly reliable Pratt &
Whitney Canada PT6A-66B turbine engines integrated with low noise 5-blade scimitar propellers.
The P.1HH HammerHead UAV platform has an aerodynamic configuration largely similar to P.180 Avanti II ;
the large but, low drag aircraft fuselage provides capability for aerodynamically effective payload
arrangements, with plenty of available volume from the variety of LRU’s equipment, sensors and
communication equipment comfortably located inside the expansive aircraft fuselage.
P.1HH HammeHead UAS Mission Management System is based on Selex ES skyISTAR® innovative technology.
Thanks to the modularity of the mission management system and Selex ES’s vast experience in airborne
sensors and systems, the company is able to provide a wide selection of payloads which can be seamlessly
integrated and aligned with customer’s CONOPS. The P.1HH mission management system is fit for a
multirole UAS, allowing the HammerHead to perform missions including but not limited to wide-area
territorial & aerial surveillance, maritime patrol, environmental monitoring and electronic warfare. As the
provider of the Vehicle Control and Management System (VCMS), the remote-piloting Ground Control Station
(GCS), and the UAS’s datalink and communications systems, Selex ES will ensure safe operations during all
flight activities, throughout the whole chain of UAS command and control. Due to the high level of
functionality and multiple redundancies, the P.1HH UAS is able to perform command and control and data
exploitation for multiple UAVs, operations in Line of Sight (LOS) and Beyond-LOS (BLOS) conditions, and
flexible asset usage for the pilots and ground crew.
P.1HH HammerHead features a technologically advanced Vehicle Control & Management System (VCMS) that
when combined with the advanced Mission Management System (MMS) manages the UAV and its mission
specific equipment. The VCMS, commanded from the Ground Control Station (GCS) via an airborne datalink
system, conducts the vehicle commanding aerodynamic control surfaces and manages on-board equipment
with an extra safe, triple redundancy Flight Control Computer (FCC) system and multiple remote multi-lane
Servo Interface Units (SIU), developed to achieve the highest level of safety and mission reliability.
P.1HH HammerHead VCMS features an Automatic Take-Off and Landing (ATOL) system offering dual
redundancy external sensors for both reliability and safety. All VCMS LRU’s are installed inside the large
volume fuselage, in a very protected, optimized operative environment, in a specific lay-out that provides
zonal separation in order to achieve a state of the art operative temperature range, highest VCMS reliability
and above all, P.1HH HammerHead safety.
The P.1HH HammerHead design is fully compliant with STANAG USAR 4671 standards to fly in both
restricted and unrestricted flight areas, according to the relevant authorities’ permission.
ENDS

MEDIUM ALTITUDE LONG ENDURANCE ISR UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
DIMENSION
Span 15.600 m [51.18 ft]
Length 14.408 m [47.27 ft]
Height 3.980 m [13.05 ft]
AREAS
Wing 18.00 m2 [193.75 ft2]
Horizontal Tail 3.834 m2 [41.27 ft2]
Vertical Tail 4.731 m2 [50.92 ft2]
Forward Wing (Exposed) 1.300 m2 [13.99 ft2]
WEIGHTS
Max TakeOff Weight MTOW 6,146 Kg [13,550 lbs.]
POWERPLANT
2 × Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-66B 850 SHP
(ISA, sea level)
Hartzell five blade low noise propellers counter rotating.

PERFORMANCE
Maximum speed: 395 KTAS
Cruise speed: 320 KTAS
Loiter speed: 135 KTAS
Max Range: 4,400 NM
Max Endurance (500 lbs payload): 16 hours
Endurance (500 lbs payload)
@ 1,500 km from takeoff & landing base 10.5 hours
Service ceiling: 45,000 ft
MISSION SYSTEM
Selex ES SkyISTAR® with:
FLIR EO/IR StarSafire 380HD
Seaspray 7300 E Radar

EDITOR’S NOTE
PIAGGIO AERO INDUSTRIES S P.A.

Piaggio Aero Industries S.p.A.is active in aircraft design, manufacturing, maintenance and overhaul. The company
also manufactures Aero-Engines parts and maintains, repairs and overhauls engines under license. Piaggio Aero has
facilities in Genoa, Finale Ligure and a subsidiary covering the Americas in West Palm Beach, FL, U.S.A. (Piaggio
America, Inc.). Piaggio Aero’s shareholder structure is composed of: Tata Limited, a British company, part of the
Indian Tata Group, Mubadala Aerospace, the development and investment company driving the economic
diversification of Abu Dhabi, and the Italian Ferrari and Di Mase families.
Selex ES
Selex ES, a Finmeccanica company, is an international leader in electronic and information technologies for defence
systems, aerospace, data, infrastructures, homeland security and protection and sustainable “smart” solutions.
The company was created on 1st January 2013 from the merge of SELEX Galileo, SELEX Elsag and SELEX Sistemi
Integrati to answer the growing demand for enhanced capabilities in the national security and military domains as well
as in the management of complex civil infrastructures, by leveraging on collective strengths and capitalizing on the
synergies within key business areas.
Selex ES has a workforce of approximately 18,000 people, revenues in excess of EUR 3.5 Billion Euros, main operations
in Italy and the UK and a strong industrial and commercial footprint in the US, Germany, Turkey, Romania, Brazil,
Saudi Arabia and India.
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